Punched Sheet - Round Inline
.046" Dia. x .135 In - 9% OA
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Perforated Sheet - Round Inline

.046" Dia. x .459" Stg - 1% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.055" Dia. x .161" Inl - 9% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.062" Dia. x .161 Inl - 12% OA
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Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.062" Dia. x .216" Inl - 6% OA
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Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.068" Dia. x .189" Inl - 10% OA
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Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.068" Dia. x .217" Inl - 8% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.075" Dia. x .173" Inl - 15% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.078" Dia. x .189" Inl -13% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.078" Dia x .217" Inl - 10% OA
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Perforated Sheet - Round Inline

.078" Dia x .270" Inl - 7% OA
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Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.081" Dia x .217" Inl - 11% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.081" Dia x .242" Inl - 9% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.085" Dia. x .217" Inl - 12% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.093" Dia. x .242" Inl - 12% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline

.093" Dia. x .270" Inl - 9% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.093" Dia x .324" Inl - 6% OA
Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.093" Dia x .433" Inl - 3% OA
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Perforated Sheet - Round Inline
.098" Dia x .270" Inl - 10% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.098” Dia.x.324”Inl – 7% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.109” Dia.x.270”Inl – 13% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.109" Dia.x.324"Inl – 9% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.109" Dia.x.378"Inl – 7% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.116” Dia x .270” Inl – 15% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.125” Dia x .324” Inl – 12% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.125” Dia x .378” Inl – 9% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.125” Dia x .433” Inl – 7% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.125” Dia x .500” Inl – 5% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.125” Dia x .650” Inl – 3% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.125” Dia x 1.00” Inl – 1% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.140” Dia x .378” Inl – 11% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.140” Dia x .433” Inl – 8% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x .250” Inl – 31% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x .324” Inl – 18% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x .378” Inl – 13% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x .433” Inl – 10% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x .487” Inl – 8% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x .500” Inl – 8% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x .540” Inl – 7% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.156” Dia x 1.00” Inl – 2% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.171” Dia x .433” Inl – 12% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.187" Dia x .433" Inl – 15% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.187" Dia x .487" Inl – 12% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.187” Dia x .500” Inl – 11% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.187” Dia x 1.00” Inl – 3% OA
Perforated Sheet – Square Inline
.200” Sq x .250” Inl – 58% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.218” Dia x .500” Inl – 15% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.218" Dia x .540" Inl – 13% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.218” Dia x 1.00” Inl – 4% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.250” Dia x .500” Inl – 20% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.250” Dia x .540” Inl – 17% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.250” Dia x .650” Inl – 12% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.250” Dia x .757” Inl – 9% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.250” Dia x .866” Inl – 7% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.281" Dia x .500" Inl - 25% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline

.281" Dia x .703" Inl – 13% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.281” Dia x 1.00” Inl – 6% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.312” Dia x .650” Inl – 18% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.312” Dia x .757” Inl – 13% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.312” Dia x .811” Inl – 12% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.312” Dia x .866” Inl – 10% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.312” Dia x .973” Inl – 8% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.312” Dia x 1.299” Inl – 4% OA
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### Perforated Sheet – Square Inline

- **Size:** .375” Sq x .500” Inl
- **Open Area:** 56% OA

#### Dimensions:
- **Square Side:** 0.375in
- **Inline Space:** 0.500in
- **Total Sheet Dimensions:**
  - 56 squares by 56 squares

#### Notes:
- **Montreal:**
  - 7571-57th Street SE, Calgary, AB, Canada. T2C 5M2
  - TF: 877.857.0323
- **Vancouver:**
  - 19082-28th Avenue, Surrey, BC, Canada. V3S 6M3
  - TF: 877.687.3488
- **Toronto:**
  - 12808 184 Street NW, Edmonton, AB, Canada. T5V 1T4
  - TF: 877.564.3381
- **Edmonton:**
  - 7571-57th Street SE, Calgary, AB, Canada. T2C 5M2
  - TF: 877.857.0323

**Contact Information:**
- TF: 855.325.3826
- Canada. T5V 1T4

**Website:**
- [www.accuratescreen.ca](http://www.accuratescreen.ca)

---
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.375” Dia x .750” Inl – 20% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.375” Dia x .866” Inl – 15% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.375” Dia x .973” Inl – 12% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.375” Dia x 1.50” Inl – 5% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.437” Dia x 1.00” Inl – 15% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline  
.437” Dia x 2.00” Inl – 4% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.500” Dia x .625” Inl – 50% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Square Inline

.500” Sq x .687” Inl – 53% OA

Calgary:
7571-57th Street SE,
Calgary, AB,
Canada. T2C 5M2
TF: 877.857.0323

Vancouver:
19082-28th Avenue,
Surrey, BC,
Canada. V3S 6M3
TF: 877.687.3488

Toronto:
#5-5655 Kennedy Rd,
Mississauga, ON,
Canada. L4Z 3E1
TF: 877.564.3381

Edmonton:
12808 184 Street NW,
Edmonton, AB,
Canada. T5V 1T4
TF: 877.857.0323

Montreal:
TF: 855.325.3826

www.accuratescreen.ca
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.500” Dia x .750” Inl – 35% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.500” Dia x 1.00” Inl – 20% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.500” Dia x 1.083” Inl – 17% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.500” Dia x 1.50” Inl – 9% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
0.500" Dia x 1.190" Inl – 14% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.500” Dia x 1.250” Inl – 13% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.500” Dia x 1.299” Inl – 8% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.562” Dia x 1.299” Inl – 15% OA
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Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.625” Dia x 1.046” Inl – 16% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
.750” Dia x 1.732” Inl – 15% OA
Perforated Sheet – Round Inline
1.250” Dia x 1.625” Inl – 47% OA
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